PART I Good buildings like good pictures not only engage our eyes but also our mind. It is through the connection of sensory experience to thought, that craft is transformed into art, and building into architecture. When the builder/craftsman succeeds in making a thing which invites contemplation not only of itself but of the world at large, either by reference to natural law or to specific cultural conditions, its significance as an artifact ofhomo faber is greatly enhanced, and the alchemical transformation from utilitarian object to art-object is effected. Marcel Duchamp's readymades explicitly assett the alchemical power of the artist. By displaying a urinal, a snow shovel, etc., as art objects our reaction is changed from one of looking at the form of the object, to thinking about the larger frame: the art world and the meaning of art. Albetto Perez-Gomez has suggested that art is metaphysics made into matter. Similarly, art is matter dealing with metaphysics.
A brief analysis ofVermeer' s The Artist in His Studio reveals the many levels of meaning operating simultaneously. It presents a picture of an artist painting a model. The unthinking eye recognizes this as the subject of the painting and accepts it as simply a realistic picture. Upon funher investigation however one sees the very deliberate distinction made between two-dimensional representation and the three-dimensional world. The natural world is presented in the painting only in two-dimensional media; the flower-patterned cuttain and the map on the wall. The real world's presence is made manifest in the light from an assumed window obscured from our view by the cuttain. At approximately the center of the composition, and the center of the argument, the leaves on the model's head are the only unmediated piece of nature. And, it is precisely these leaves which appear on the painter's canvas suggesting that it is the representation in two-dimensions of the three-dimensional natural world which is indeed the subject of Vermeer's painting. 1 To acknowledge the criticism that painting is a deceitful activitf Vermeer's paintings always self-reference to the representational act of painting itself and consequently to the natural world outside the painting. It is this engagement with ideas beyond the picture plane which distinguish art from illustration and the artist from the techmcJan.
Architecture by necessity deals with many issues "beyond the picture plane". Programmatic, civic, and constructional needs are but a few of the requirements which good building must satisfY. But their satisfaction alone does not engage the mind or touch the heart, as Le Corbusier so eloquently put it. The idea that mathematics is able to theorize and explain the world has roots in Plato's distinction between removed world of essences and the tangible world of shadows. For Plato, ideal forms, (spheres, cubes, and other mathematically pure shapes) are able to reveal the essential nature of true reality. Similarly, in the Renaissance ideal shapes and ratios were held to reflect divine perfection; Leonardo's fascination with centrally-planned churches and Palladia's sequential room sizes based on musical harmonic progression are but two attempts through mathematics to relate the microcosm to the macrocosm and so increase the significance of building.
My house is practical I thank you, as I might thank Railway engineers or the
Le Corbusier secularized the same basic idea by emphasizing geometry and proportion's ability to relate part to whole. His diagrams and discussions of proportion and formal structure suggest how correspondences can Plan Diagram be established at the level of both detail to building and building to city, to culture, to nature. These nested correspondences extend the frame of the project and suggest the interrelatedness of all matter and action beyond simply ensuring the formal unity of the object.
Guarino Guarini in the seventeenth century also emphasized the transfunction of geometry. He believed that truth in all disciplines is accessed through the knowledge of relations. Geometry, therefore, as an ordering system of measurement and relational thinking links architecture to philosophy, astronomy, physics, theology, engineering and poetry.
5 It is a sign of human intelligence and a means of relating various cultural endeavors as well as of mapping both heaven and earth. Geometry, like painting and philosophical writing, is a device used to translate three dimensions into two. It orders and rationalizes experience making the world intelligible.
Numerous other examples of the traditional intellectual importance associated with geometry and proportion in architecture could be mentioned. That the theoretical functions replaced by a strictly function-and engineering-oriented approach to number has been well documented by Alberto Perez-Gomez in Architecture and the Crisis of Modern Science.
He suggests that without a mathematical basis which is also transcendent and relates building to a larger frame of reference, architecture loses its metaphysical dimension, and remains at the level of mere building. 
PART II
In the design of a small building in Charlottesville, Virginia for an astronomer and his musician wife, we tried to satisfy the requirements of good building as well as the intellectual dictates of considered architecture. In the spirit of Vermeer's self-consciousness about the primary conditions of painting, the Goldstein Studio is first and foremost a building which manipulates a spatial sequence and is about its construction. Only at the level of second order narratives do thematic ideas try to present the building as an object worthy of contemplation. Expanding on the issues of construction, site, and program given in the project, these ideas attempt to marry the physical and the metaphysical.
The project's program is very simple. It consists of a one-car garage, a bath, and a booklined room with near and distant views in which the client can continue his research in inter-stellar magnetism and the history of astronomy. These spaces 28 Site Plan and Ser:tWn Second Floor Plan are designed to enhance an existing sequence of outdoor spaces. The vertical face of the garage and studio terminate a relatively long and steep driveway while framing an outdoor street-like terrace off the rear of the main house. Projected into the rear yard, the more figural object of the entry-bath is hidden behind the body of the house until one arrives at the terrace. Inside the studio, the slope of the drive is spatially culminated and redirected under the reversed slope of the roof.
The form and many of the details of the building also try to work with existing conditions. The site sits on a hilly, narrow street of 1-2 acre residential lots surrounded by mature trees. A long row of tall cedar trees originally planted as fenceposts border the road and bear witness to the neighborhood's original configuration as a farm. A well-known local architect, Milton Grigg, designed the earliest residences in the late nineteen-thirties picking up on the imagery and materials of the original fumhouse (across the street from the Goldstein's), and details of vernacular rural farmhouses in general. These include; additive compositions, the use of masonry and wood construction in close proximity, and detached outbuildings with barn doors. Desiring to complement the strong sense of place generated by these buildings, the Goldstein Studio was conceived as an elaborated outbuilding complete with a shed-roof and barn doors. It is also sited to be caught between two spectacular trees, in this case sugar maples. These trees are in rurn framed by the studio's large windows and brought into the room through the use of maple flooring, bookcases and desktop.
Like its neighbors, the studio combines masonry and balloon frame construction. Concrete block foundations and walls sit the building in its sloped ground, while a wood stud inner liner in the studio periscopes up to the sky and provides a clerestory window. Completely above grade, the entry-and-bathroom pavilion is also wood frame construction. The tectonic logic of the construction is consistently expressed. All concrete block walls are finished in stucco while all wood construction is finished in standing seam terne metal. This contrast between heavy earthbound walls and reflective sloped or curved surfaces allows for a variety of readings: boxes in boxes, the planted box with machine extensions, (including the shiny metal automobile), and the condition of both architecture, agriculture and astronomer as mediating between earth and sky.
Another link between astronomy and architecture is geometry. It is used in the project to relate the module of construction-the 1:2 proportions of a concrete block-to the plan of the studio, (the length of the block walls is twice the width of the glass windows) . Squares and diagonals are also employed throughout the project, at a variety of scales, as a means of further relating the various parts. The square figure formed by the clerestory and large window on the facade most
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